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ABSTRACT

The proliferation of mobile and internet technologies has led to a massive shift of retail consumers' preferences from physically walking a distance to the nearest or favorite traditional brick-and-mortar store for shopping, to ordering every item one needs from the comfort of their home. Whereas this has greatly convenience the consumers, retailers have been left to grapple with the neck-to-neck competition for this emerging market that comes with certain initial costs for business that sometimes threaten the very survival being fought for. Also, this new market comes with a package of challenges such as internet delays, that hinder progress. As such, many ecommerce businesses have come up with business engagement strategies that are centered around artificial intelligence (AI) to enhance their productivity and efficiency. Multiple studies have been conducted on the impacts of AI on the operational efficacy of ecommerce business which points to a positive outcome. This paper describes the implications of artificial intelligence (AI) in ecommerce business in various aspects and holds that AI is indeed an indispensable component for enhancing business engagement in eCommerce. As such, it uses a systematic review of pertinent literature to validate this position. The requisite procedural aspects of conducting systematic review were followed to the latter to ensure no data bias.
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1. Introduction

Over the past three decades, the world economy has experienced unprecedented levels of digitization which has behooved operational and managerial shift in businesses from traditional management methods to technologically mediated management approach for the purpose of ensuring survival and perpetuity. This massive technological advancement has been especially heralded by the advent of internet technologies that have brought about the proliferation of internet-enabled mobile devices that allow users online access to connection through which they can easily request and get shopping services at their convenience. Whereas the economic implications of this easy internet access connection are sectoral-extensive, the retail industry has borne the lion’s share of it in the form of a quantum leap of customers’ preferences to prioritization of convenience and reliability over everything else when it comes to shopping. In response, and largely for maintaining a competitive advantage in the market, most retail businesses have adopted, either extensively or progressively, the online retailing approach (eCommerce) in tandem with the offline brick-and-mortar store sales.

By definition, eCommerce, also known as Electronic commerce or online retailing, refers to "any type of business, or profitable transaction which involves the transmission of information transversely over the internet” [1],[17], [18], [24],[25],[26]. It allows the customers to electronically exchange goods and services without the obstacles of time or distance. According to Mishra and Mukherjee [1], eCommerce has grown rapidly over the past five years to become among the most promising aspect of the internet in terms of potential and is expected to continue at the same rate or higher in the next few years. This means that retailers have no other choice but to jump on the bandwagon, otherwise they risk being put out of business due to obsolescence.

2. Literature Review

The weight of evidence from recent studies [2], [3] suggests that there are multiple benefits equally accrued by the businesses when they retail online such as easy access to new markets, low cost of business, and data insights from customer information. Nonetheless, the online platforms also come with their challenges such as difficulties in the computation of sales tax, high technical costs in the form of expensive technical infrastructure, and cultural obstacles especially when the market is expansive [3]. These challenges alongside others pose a real threat to the management efficiency and productivity of the retail businesses. Multiple solutions to some of these challenges have been suggested through various experimental studies, however, the most underscored and research solution is the application of artificial intelligence to the eCommerce infrastructure. Figure 1 demonstrates the various aspects where AI can be used to enhance the overall ecommerce experience and customer engagement.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is in vogue in the technological world as one of the most potent next-generation technologies that would further help to address some of the obstinate economic, social, and political challenges faced in society. AI can be simply defined as a complex software system that performs certain tasks akin to the human brain [4],[19],[20],[21],[22],[23]. These tasks range from creative decision-making, information analysis, speech recognition, etc. By mimicking the human thought process, sometimes even doing better, AI has become a significant area of interest both to investors and the academics who seek to assess and understand its underlying mechanics as well as the accuracy in meeting its goals.

Various studies have been conducted on the viability of AI technology in resolving the bottlenecks in the eCommerce system to guarantee efficiency and productivity in business management. Additionally, the success of eCommerce is heavily hinged on effective communication between the customers and retailers without the drawbacks of internet delays for reliability and convenience purposes. That is, without proper technological infrastructure for maximum network capacity on the retailers’ e-retailing platforms, the customers’ experience is negatively impacted which may result in shrunk market share [8]. Some studies [5] suggest the integration of AI in the infrastructure to under curb these shortcomings and enhance business engagement on the eCommerce platforms.

In this paper, we critically and systematically review the literature on the use of artificial intelligence in enhancing business engagement in eCommerce business. A detailed overview of what constitutes artificial intelligence and its various use in eCommerce is given. We find from a preliminary review that AI is almost ubiquitous in the eCommerce industry. However, it is not quite distinctive how AI technology specifically enhances business engagement in an ecommerce business. This paper seeks to contribute in this respect. Essentially, this paper holds, as many other studies do, that AI is an indispensable tool for enhancing business engagement in an eCommerce.

**Figure 1. Implications of AI in ecommerce**
2.1 Artificial Intelligence

Using the intelligent ability of AI to predict outcomes reliably and accurately, the established eCommerce titan corporations such as Alibaba Holding Group Limited and Amazon Inc. have continued to record astronomical turnovers in the past years that have picked the interests of various academics to want to establish the driving component of that AI success [37]. According to Mohapatra [6], the underlying component of AI that has propelled the success of these two giants, as well as upcoming eCommerce retails, is its ability to identify and predict patterns of customer purchase behavior.

2.1.1 Subfields of Artificial Intelligence

AI’s forecasting behavior has chiefly been made possible by its various subfields, each with its characteristics. These subfields include machine learning, neural networks, and deep learning, cognitive computing, natural language processing, computer vision. Machine learning refers to an algorithm that learns from data and upgrades automatically, notably historical data for an update over time [4]. The neural network is an artificial intelligence component that connects to the neural of the human brain through synapsis and sends signals from one neuron of the brain to other neurons [4]. Deep learning is a subset of machine learning algorithms that analyses data with a particular logical structure through neural networks that are structure into multiple layers [4]. Computer Vision in artificial intelligence came into significant existence around late 1960’s and early 1970’s. Computer vision generally used to deal with fields like pattern recognition, machine learning, computer graphics, 3D reconstructions, virtual reality, and augmented reality [55]. These subfields can be used either in combination or alone to provide the eCommerce user with the benefits of a smooth experience, help in product search, and sales assistance. The accruing benefits to the retailer include customer segmentation, demand forecasting, customer behavior analysis, sales assistance, and predictive analysis.

Figure 2. Subfields of Artificial Intelligence

2.1.2 Artificial Intelligence in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

One of the most significant technology in business to be ever invented is Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). According to Haider [4], ERP is software used by companies to integrate and manage the significant components of their businesses such as finance, sales, inventory, marketing, and human resource. The chief benefit of using an ERP software system is improving efficiency in operations and reduction of costs [35], [39]. This is because the integration and automation eliminate any process redundancy while allowing for the synchronicity of work in the whole company which helps to improve the work rate [4].

Despite all the multiple advantages that ERP software offers to a company, the system has a major pitfall that may prove costly to the business sometimes. This major con is that the success of implementing the system is hinged on the level of expertise of the employees [8]. This implies that the company has to either hire a system administrator to maintain the software or spend some funds on training the company’s employees on how to maintain it.

According to Haider [4], this drawback can be solved through the integration of AI in the ERP software system. Ideally, a standard ERP software system comprises five components namely customer service, sales automation, inventory management, financial management, and advanced analytics [4]. Leveraging AI to enhance ERP’s customer service makes the software functions intelligently and perform a deep analysis of the human brain functionalities [4],[34],[38]. This is achievable through the integration of chatbots into the ERP system which implies the manager has the liberty to do other things as the AI handles the customers.
With respect to sales automation, AI-enabled ERP systems can help in market and customer behavior analysis and automate the whole marketing strategy [4]. Also, AI can be integrated into the ERP to improve the process of inventory management. Inventory management entails the planning, handling, and storing of an adequate inventory level with optimized cost to meet a consumer’s demand [4].

Concerning financial management, AI is deployed in the ERP system notably for increased work rate and minimization of error [4]. Thus, an AI that can automatically create invoices and pay them can help the business to save on extra hiring costs and save on time.

Finally, advanced analytics is especially used in supply chain management and production for accurate analysis and forecast [4]. Integrating AI into the ERP system will most definitely improve data analysis and prediction.

The aforementioned is what constitutes artificial intelligence and its use in a business context in general. It is evident from the literature that AI essentially boosts the performance and efficiency capacity of business operations to improve their productivity. These same AI operational processes apply to eCommerce for performance improvement in the business. Some of the major impacts of artificial intelligence in the field of ecommerce business can be found form the business outcomes stated below.

2.1.3 Worldwide E-Commerce Sales Growth Due to Pandemic

Global online sales reached $4.29 trillion in 2020, boosted by approx. $3.46 trillion from 2019 due to this pandemic. The year-on-year growth from 2018 to 2019 was 17.9% that converted to 24.1% in the next year. The total retail sales in 2020 were $21.11 trillion while 20.2% of it is the online retail sales [48].

It is estimated that global e-commerce sales would reach $5 trillion in 2022. In 2024, revenue will reach $6 trillion [50].
It can be stated that most of the people have never purchased online, for example in the United Kingdom 15% of people, 9% of US consumers and 8% of Japanese purchasers stated that they never purchased online before [49]. US consumers have spent $78 billion in 2020, March and 2021, the e-commerce sales increased by 39%. Which is $199 billion alone in the US. According to Adobe, the e-commerce spending in the US will reach $930 billion and in 2022, the sales will reach $1 trillion. In the United Kingdom, e-commerce sales increased by 27% and in Japan, the sales increased by 24% in 2021 [49]. More than half of the population in these countries have depicted that they believe in online shopping and like to save money through online grocery shopping. Thus, it can be said that the e-commerce future globally is bright and is expected to earn more of the share of retail sales in the coming years [49].

However, in spite of such a boom in the business, global businesses are not seen much interested in applying Artificial intelligence in e-commerce companies. There are almost 4 to 5 million e-commerce companies are there worldwide excluding China. In the US, as per 583,000 businesses, only a few uses AI in business. For example, Touchscreens are used by only 5.9% company while 1% is testing, machine learning is used by only 2.8% of companies, voice recognition is used by 2.5% of companies and Robotics is used by only 1.3% of companies [53].

Only 24.8% of companies with more than 25 employees have invested in anyone form of Artificial intelligence, while 7.7% forms with more than 10 employees have invested in AI forms. In the US, only 8.9% of companies use AI. As per the McKinsey survey, 3% of business firms were planning to pilot some AI forms in 2018, while as per the PwC survey, only 20% of companies were planning to apply AI forms in 2019 [53]. According to TechRepublic, only 29% companies of US regularly use AI. In accordance with 500 surveyed business firms, 52% of companies have depicted that AI improved workflows, 51% of companies stated that large database analysis is easily done through AI, 48% of the organization stated that customer experience is enhanced and
company security detection and monitoring is improved in 47% of companies [52]. 24% of worldwide e-commerce companies started using chatbots in 2020, 9% implemented that earlier, and 39% of e-commerce still do not use chatbots [51].

As per Statista survey in 2019, the worldwide e-commerce companies' decision-makers have depicted, in future, in case of personalization, site search, marketing, pricing, fraud prevention, delivery, product assortments, order management and in other cases AI will help the companies. 73% of the decision-makers have depicted AI will help most in business personalization, while 58% stated that AI will help in site search and 48% believe AI will help in marketing and so on.

Some of the worldwide ecommerce giants include Alibaba, Amazon, JD.com, eBay, ASOS, Rakuten apply AI. Alexa is Amazon’s popular AI product, JD.com, partnered with Siasun Robot & Automation Co Ltd, to apply Robotics to improve warehouse operations. Alibaba also applies AI assistants Tmall Genie and Ali Assistant to enhance the competitive edge, and eBay uses AI to maintain and enhance consumer interest in the company [42].

Some of the arguments arise on the implications of artificial intelligence in ecommerce business.
H1: Leveraging artificial intelligence enhance business engagement in eCommerce.

H2: Areas where AI can be implemented to enhance the user experience and engagement.

To validate this assertion, the above central research questions are formulated. The researcher develops a research protocol based on this research question and aim. A literature search and appraisal of the identified studies are conducted based on the protocol. The research then extracts the pertinent data, analyzes, and interprets the results. The hypothesis has been justified in the section 3 with the support of various studies and research.

3. Leveraging AI In E-Commerce To Ensure Maximized Profit And Sustained Business Growth By Implementing Various Practical Techniques And Tools.

There are various tools and techniques currently used by ecommerce industries which are majorly using various artificial intelligence algorithms to enhance their features which are more efficient and faster than the traditional tools. Ecommerce businesses use artificial intelligence in product recommendations, cross selling, and upselling, chatbot services for customer real time support, analyzing customer comments and in providing personalized services. A great example is chatbot service, which helps customers in real time by using natural language processing techniques and analyzing voice and text to provide a response to their queries about the product and service. With the help AI, businesses are able to analyze various customer touchpoints upon their digital journey and gather most valuable insights of their customers to enhance their product and services and also enhance their engagement strategy. Here we discussed some major techniques and tools which leverage the power of artificial intelligence e.g. machine learning, NLP etc. in ecommerce business to prove our hypothetical arguments mentioned earlier.

3.1 Personalization

As per Soni, Vishal Dineshkuma, in the case of marketing outreach and tactics, there is always the chance of improvement. The more the products are personalized, the more the company is personal with the customers, the better the customer commitment and brand loyalty. E-commerce uses Big Data through which data are collected from various channels, previous activities, transaction histories and others in order to reckon consumer purchasing habits [44]. AI does not only showcase personalized products, but also it gauges customer behavior and identify checks out sophisticated predictions regarding what a shopper really is demanding. Even AI can be also used to reckon the future purchasing trends also maps out customized sales approach on the basis of current and future shopping behavior trends. On the other hand, Song, Xia, Shiqi Yang, Ziqing Huang, and Tao Huang argued that with the help of personalization, e-commerce companies assure their customers to get the best experience and convenience just like offline shopping in the online shopping platforms. With the help of facial recognition or predictive tools, AI tracks the specific customers’ preferences and brand loyalties, and according to that AI suggests only preferred products [45]. As per Statista, 90% of US shoppers are more attracted to customer-centric personalized advertisements. Smart
Insights tell that 63% of customers are shoppers who do not shop from companies that do not have personalized tactics. Even, Accenture surveys depict that, 83% of consumers are ready to share data to get a convenient, personalized online shopping experience [43].

### 3.2 Chatbots

As per the opinion of Deepansha, Nirmal Kumarc, and Ritik Kumarc, the main thing about online shopping is that the shops or e-commerce websites provide 24*7 customer service, this was possible because of Chatbots. Chatbots are basically software applications that use AI to perform chat or conversations with the customers in the form of texts or speech to assist them while they visit the websites. A few years before, chatbots are only used to provide standard customer replies. However, with the help of AI, it is possible now to guide the potential customers towards their buying decision by assisting them with replies as per their preferences and needs. International e-commerce companies such as Amazon, eBay, Alibaba, and others use AI chatbots [46].

### 3.3 Customer Relationship Management

Conversely, Shyna and Vishal stated that AI also shares a large volume of data helps to observe shoppers buying patterns, trends, choices and other factors that to detect their buying decision so that long term relationship can be sustained with the customers and secure engagement can be assured [47].

### 3.4 Product Content Management

As AI collects all consumer data, experience and design future buying trends, thus according to that AI makes sure every product is designed, and customers are satisfied with the products. Product content management takes care of workflow activities from manufacturing to logistics [45].

### 3.5 Detection Of Fake Reviews

As per the illustration of Shyna and Vishal, 90% of online shoppers say that positive online reviews accelerate their buying decisions towards buying while negative reviews resist them to buy that predict. Amazon Apple AI machine learning systems assures to only boost the verified consumer purchases. It also boosts the reviews that are suggested considerate by other purchasers [47].

### 3.6 Customer Churn Prediction

Customer churn is a significant issue in recent times for the ecommerce businesses. Higher levels of competitions as well as competitors, and innovative marketing models and enhanced services are making the cost of customer acquisition much higher. [54] In such a fast set up, service providers have understood the significance of retaining the existing customers. It is therefore essential for the service providers to prevent churn - a phenomenon which describes that customer wishes to quit the service of the company. This customer churn can be predicted through machine learning algorithm and the essential steps can be taken to minimize the customer churn.

![Figure 10. Predicting customer churn with machine learning](image)

### 3.7 Ai Tools Being Used Various Business Areas

However, the other benefits of AI in e-commerce include forecasting future sales, provides the best services at reasonable economic costs, achieving the sales target through boosting customer satisfaction and also it helps in marketing (customer-centric advertisements) and others [45].

The Table 1 represents the most advanced and recent business tools which is based upon the artificial intelligence techniques and being used by organizations in various areas of business like Marketing, customer relationship management, sales, customer support, business intelligence and analytics.
and market research areas. These tools are leverage the power of AI and especially machine learning to enhance the business process and help in creating a great customer experience.

Table 1: AI tools used in different business areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Areas</th>
<th>Top AI powered Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer relationship</td>
<td>Adobe Sensei, IBM Watson, Microsoft Cognitive Services and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamics, Oracle AI, Salesforce Einstein, SAP Leonardo, Sugar CRM, Zoho CRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Research</td>
<td>Gauge.io, FocusVision, Bloomfire, Market Logic Software, Behaviorally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Formerly PRS), Qualtrics, Brandwatch, Mattermark, Tracxn, Enigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>Bigtincan, Chorus.ai, Exceed.ai, Gong.io, Highspot, Hire Smarter, Kitte, ScaleX.ai, Seismic, Tact.ai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>IBM Watson, BuzzSumo, Optmyzar, Stackla, Albert, Sensai, Narrative Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Intelligence &amp; Analytics</td>
<td>OmniSci, MS Power BI, AnswerRocket, Salesforce Einstein Analytics, DataRobot, SAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HANA, Qlik, Doono, AlScale, ThoughtSpot, Looker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. AI In E-Commerce Posing As The Harbinger Of Next-Generation Customer Experience

Considering the technological innovation and development the AI inclusion in the e-commerce industry will be increased in future. It is estimated that at the end of 2021, about 90% of customer interactions will be taken care of without human actions. All the e-commerce giants such as Amazon, eBay, JD.COM, Alibaba and others are making efficient use of AI in their business. As e-commerce collects and analyses the consumer purchasing information and from that based on what and when the shopping behavior postulated, thus as per that information sets the warehouse, production, logistics, pricing get optimized. In the case of Amazon Dash Button helps to manage everyday purchases with an automated reordering system [41]. On the contrary, AI can also act as a recommendation system designed on the basis of the machine learning algorithm. With the help of the machine learning algorithm, the key details of consumers’ searches are analyzed and then based on calculations done to suggest proper personalized shopping products. In the same page. This helps customers to find their suitable product easily. AI made the recommendation system a human-computer interaction behavior-based system that is used by worldwide retailers [46]. However, based on this recommendation system, the AI-related E-com platform is changing so fast and innovating that AI does not only derive insights from the happened interactions but also propose recommendations. According to Accenture, 91% of customers are more inspired to shop from brands that show personalized recommendations and offer relevant to their choices [42]. Though the biggest contribution of AI is the customer experience. Personalized predictions make every customer realize that every e-commerce platform is tailored for them, resulting in accelerate purchasing designing. AI is making the searching and purchasing smoother respecting each customer's time. Even this helps companies to estimate the future brand loyalty and profitability rate from every customer and personalize their inventories and automate the delivery process [47]. As per Forbes’ estimation, 71% of people get frustrated when they find that the shopping experience provided by the e-commerce website is not personalized. Even 70% of respondents get irritated with irrelevant mails, messages, and others [42].

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Business engagement is fundamentally a complete set of value-added approaches that are designed to promote and bolster economic success through viable solutions to the challenges facing a business. eCommerce is predicated upon the efficacy of internet services. Therefore, without efficiency on the internet, eCommerce businesses would collapse. Since every technological system is susceptible to bottlenecks at any given time, whether technical or due to human causes, a proper set of strategies that seeks to mitigate any threats while ensuring the efficacy of the system is requisite.

From the systematic review of literature, artificial intelligence is the go-to solution for the majority of the performance challenges faced by most eCommerce platforms. This because it primarily provides accurate, efficient analysis and effective utilization of customer data that helps in the efficacious managerial decision-making process and customer satisfaction and retention, respectively.

However, whereas it is the crux of the business engagement methods for improving performance and productivity in the eCommerce business, its functionality is largely supplementary or complementary to the already laid down infrastructure and processes for performance enhancement. An example of such enhancement is the adoption of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). ERPIs an application used to manage complex business functions such as supply chains, finance, etc. to make the business more efficient and profitable through the integration of these functions into one platform [4].

An eCommerce that already has ERP as its performance-enhancement system can add artificial intelligence components to it to improve its efficacy even more. However, it is not the versatility and flexibility of AI that makes it the priority choice in business engagement strategies in most eCommerce. Rather, it is the technology’s effectiveness in meeting the client's needs while reducing the cost of business.
Cost is the primary concern of every business, therefore, having a technological solution that addresses the problem effectively while maintaining a relatively low cost for business outrightly qualifies it to be the first choice. For this reason, Artificial intelligence is in vogue as the indispensable component in business engagement strategies for eCommerce businesses.

6. Future Studies

More research needs to be conducted to establish the other equally integral components of business engagement strategies used in ensuring the high performance of eCommerce companies. There are so many other areas where artificial intelligence can be leveraged to enhance the customer experience through better business engagement. In fact the various areas of Digital marketing strategies required to enhance the ecommerce engagement and sales can be improved by imposing various machine learning techniques.
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